POP UP PROJECTS PRESENTS

In Her Element

by Jamila Gavin, illustrated by Jacinta Read

Art Activity
By Jacinta Read

Objective

To exercise empathy and imagination by exploring the sensory experience of an animal.

Materials

Paper
Anything to draw with
Access to reference pictures of animals (for part two of the activity)

Introduction

Sophie from In Her Element is non-verbal (she does not speak) so she spends lots of time
listening to and watching the world around her. Sometimes, when she isn’t doing that, she
imagines what it would be like if she were a whale swimming in the oceans instead of a girl living
on dry land.
I wonder what it is about whales that Sophie feels drawn to? I don’t know for sure, but I can try to
guess.
What words come to your mind when you think about whales?
Here are some words that come to my mind when I think about whales:
Giant, Free, Graceful, Peaceful, Singing, Powerful
I kept these words in mind while I was drawing the pictures for Sophie’s story.

Activities

PART ONE: WRITTEN WORDS, IMAGINARY ANIMALS
1)

In your mind, choose an animal that you admire (don’t tell anyone what you’ve chosen!)

2)
Write down some words that come to mind while you think about that animal.
		
What do you like about it?
		
How does it move (calm, stealthy, graceful etc…)?
What noises come to mind (Growling? Sniffing? Squeaking? Dry leaves? Rushing
		
water Quiet stillness?)
		
What sort of personality do you think it might have (friendly, brave, shy, silly, serious
		etc...)?
		
What sort of spaces does it like to be in (cosy, open, cold, dry etc…)?
3)

Tell your words to another person and see if they can guess which animal your words 		
are about. I wonder if by hearing your words they could see a picture in their imaginations
of the animal? (Don’t worry if they don’t guess the exact animal you had in mind, different
people’s imaginations will have different ideas, and this is part of the fun!)

PART TWO: ANIMAL PICTURES, SPOKEN WORDS
4)

Spend a few minutes having a good look at a picture or video of the animal you chose. 		
What is the first thing you notice about it (size, colour, general shape, pose)? What other
physical features are important to you? What do you want your audience to know or feel
about your animal?

5)

Draw some quick sketches while looking at the reference pictures/videos. (perhaps have a
limit of 2 minutes per sketch, but no pressure if the time limit is too stressful, just avoid 		
getting too bogged down in minute details).
I think it is really important to spend some time looking at reference pictures (or even better
if I can see the actual animal in real life!) but I do not want to copy photographs too exactly
when I am illustrating. My goal is not to try to make drawings that look like photographs, my
goal is to make a picture that only I can make. In this exercise, I don’t just want to make a
picture of an animal, I want to make a picture of an animal that illustrates some feeling.
If you think about it like baking: the ingredients are the words I chose and the sketches I
made from references, my imagination is a mixer, and my hands are the oven that creates
the finished product - the illustration. Piece of cake!

Remember: try to sketch with lots of soft, short lines, not pressing too hard on the paper. Don’t rub
anything out, just make any changes you need by putting more soft short lines onto the page.

Here is a quick sketch I did of two
girls going on an adventure on a
horse. It’s messy, but it has good
energy and I will be able to tidy it
up later on.

6)

Put away the reference pictures.

7)
Using only your sketches and your descriptive words, make a picture of your animal. What
are the most important physical features that will help your audience know what kind of animal
they are looking at (size, shape, colour, number of legs/wings/tentacles)? Don’t worry about trying
to make your picture look exactly like a photograph. We want to see what your version of this
animal looks like!
What do you want your audience to know or feel about your animal?

I wanted the whale in In Her Element to look
absolutely massive, like a confident but peaceful
gentle giant of the sea, so when I put Sophie in a
picture with the whale I made her extra tiny, but close
to the creature because she had nothing to fear from
it.
I wanted the water to feel magical, holding them up in
a way that made them look like they are flying.

If your animal’s words are friendly, soft and
slow, how would you show this in your picture?
Perhaps it could have smiling but lazy eyes to
show that it’s in no hurry? I definitely wouldn’t use
any hard, sharp edges to its shape. I might even
use my finger to smudge and soften pencil marks.

This little bird needed to be
young and sweet so I used soft
pencil strokes and gave her
bright eyes.

8)

This horse is confident and
sassy, so I used harder, bolder
lines. I gave her swirls and
sparkles because she is a rather
magical character!

Show your picture to another person and ask them for any words that come to their mind
about the animal in your picture. How does your animal make them feel? Do they ‘read’ 		
your picture in the same way you do?

Wrap Up

We all have unique and wonderful imaginations. It can be tricky to use spoken words alone to tell
people what we are thinking and feeling. We can use pictures, words and imaginations to work
together to help us to share our experiences with others.

Bonus exercise: Give this whale a face to show us how you are feeling today.

